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1 Market predictions: Slowly does it

Situation:

     • Consumers are likely to stick with the technologies they are most familiar with in the near future.

 The most commonly used smart devices are:

             •  Smart TV (66% own at least one, 14% have two, and they are the most anticipated future  
                 smart purchase for consumers 14%).

             •  Smart thermostats (12% now, 13% in the future).

             •  Smart lights (10% now, 12% in the future).

     •  60% would consider upgrading standard products to smart products when it comes to replacements.

     •  Yet, two fifths think that the majority of homes will be smart in 10 years’ time.

There is an appetite for change, but they don’t want to get out of their comfort zone. 

2 Social/well-being agenda: 
A social conscience

Situation:

     • 47% think smart tech brands should be helping to improve social wellbeing – e.g. mental health issues. 

     • 78% feel smart tech brands should be attempting to benefit the environment - all age groups were  
        consistent in their response to this question. 

     • Health & wellness is a bigger driver for buying future smart home technology than entertainment  
       (23% vs 15%)

How do we get consumers to see the benefits and try out the new technology that 
will drive smart home adoption?

How can we realise the ambitions of the social conscience with smart home tech?
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3 Concerns/challenges: Trust  

Situation:

     • We are living in the era of Facebook having to defend its security policy to US congress.

     • The biggest driver in buying future smart home technology is security and safety (48%).

     • Only 22% trust smart home technology.

     • The biggest fear about living in a smart home is hacking (62%).

     • Around half of consumers are not sure if smart home technology is a positive or negative thing (47%).

     • Most people (around half) don’t know where to turn to for advice and when they do they rely on that  
       of friends and family who are unlikely to be experts (35%).

4 Opportunities in the smart home 
market: Making it simple

Situation:

     • There are many competing vendors in the smart home space, with very few worldwide accepted industry  
        standards.

     • Consumers spend an average of 1hr 22 mins researching smart home equipment before purchasing.

     • Influences on purchasing decisions

            • 35% view friends and family as key endorsers for purchasing smart products.

            • 14% TV advertising.

            • 12% online advertising.

            • Around two thirds find it overwhelming (64%).

     • Over three quarters are unsure or are apprehensive about the rise of smart home technology

How can we make the concept more trustworthy?

How can we make it simpler (to choose and live with)? 



5 Consumer purchasing habits: 
Appliance hot spots

Situation:

     • 64% of people spent money on smart tech. 

     • £250 is the estimated spend on smart home technology over the past 12 months.

     • Nearly two thirds expect their expenditure on smart home tech to increase over the next 12 months. 
       This averages at a 30% increase in spending over the next 12 months. 

     • An average of 8% of household items are smart home appliances.

     • When considering where to purchase smart tech from:

             •  43% - Online retailers
             •  33% - Professional installer
             •  29% - DIY Retailers
             •  28% - Manufacturer’s website
             •  25% - Lifestyle retailers
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Are you seeing this level of interest in your products?  For which particular  
appliances or services?  Where are you seeing the biggest channel growth?


